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When considering progress on an agile software project it is important to differentiate between two very 
separate measures

• Progress tracks the rate at which the project will become complete
• Velocity tracks the rate at which the team are working

Although those simple definitions make it hard to differentiate, this paper will explore basic agile approaches 
that show the value and intent of each.

First a discourse on tracking, as opposed to simply measuring. To track progress and velocity does indeed 
require measurement, but that is just one step in the process of tracking.

The high level process can be summarised in Drawing 1 
which shows an iterative tracking process applicable to 
multiple scenarios.

However, despite the flow of the process, the first step to 
consider is measuring change. This is because of the 
difficulty in defining the first baseline position without an 
understanding of how change will be measured against it.

Choosing the best measure for change is often very 
subjective and will differ from project to project, even at the 
same organisation or possibly even within a team. Similarly 
the measures used for velocity and progress may (and it 
will be argued should) be different even on the same 
project.

There are many industry standard ways to measure 
software development, most of which will be flippantly and sarcastically dismissed in a few words here:

• Lines of code.
Ah, the good old standby. Understood by managers everywhere, and utterly meaningless. Write 
good code, write concise code, write well structured code that has no waste in it. A poor developer 
will take a thousand times as many lines of code to implement a capability as his expert counterpart.2 
Further to that, code generation tools3 will obfuscate the count, use of language features such as 
macros, #defines and annotations will make counting rather complicated, and all in all, just don't 
count lines of code. There is no value.

• Function points. 
There's a large school of thought that function point analysis is the answer. Note that statement 
hasn't specified what it's the answer to, as that school generally considers it the answer to 
everything. The largest school is the one that's making money teaching people how to actually do 
function point analysis, which is ironic as nobody ever can. Although the theory behind this approach 
may be sound (and that's still in doubt) it's just too complicated and doesn't fit well with agile 
development. Developers should be adding value, not calculating function points. Skip this approach 
and save your company vast sums of pain and money.

• Features.
Software provides features. If the software provides a feature, that's good. If it doesn't provide a 
feature that's wanted, that's a job opportunity. Although this may lead to negative behaviours (such 
as never completing the software in order to ensure job security) most software engineers are 
professional or enthused enough to not only complete all the requested features, but add a few new 
ones of their own and suggest version 27 which will include yet another bunch. Sadly this often 
overlooks one primary requirement for most features which is that they actually work properly. On 

1 The 1625 from St Pancras to Derby, although this author will be leaving at Loughborough
2 Made up statistic, but it's close enough
3 You are using code generation tools aren't you?
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the bright side, broken features are bugs and there's a lucrative career available to people willing to 
fix those all day, even if they're the ones that added them in the first place. However, despite this 
possibly cynical interpretation of the industry, features are indeed an excellent way to track project 
progress. More on this later.

• Bugs.
Most software goes live with a lot of bugs in it. Many of these are known before going live. Much time 
and effort is expended in detecting, tracking and fixing some of those bugs. It is thus often possible 
to track a project by its bug count. Unfortunately it's quite hard to interpret such measurements. 
Three bugs would be a bad day at NASA, while three million is a release candidate at Microsoft. 
Fixing 60 bugs a day is a great story to assure your manager you're busy, but why did they exist to 
start with? Many organisations track bugs and use them to shape and guide a project, but none use 
them as a sole measure of project progress.

• Change requests.
When working on an extant system the new capabilities may come in as change requests. These 
can be measured and tracked much like features, and many of the same arguments apply.

• Stories.
The Extreme Programming method uses the concept of a User Story as a tool for guiding software 
development. A story describes a feature, capability or change to a system or process, and may 
cover a high level use case, a desired bug fix, an original feature or a change to an already 
implemented and working feature. Stories can also be used in initial estimation very easily as they 
should describe discrete capabilities, leading to discrete (and thus measurable) pieces of work. 
Tracking stories while also using them as a basis for estimation gives immediate and direct feedback 
to the project manager.

• Jellybeans.
There are many terms for this item, but “jellybeans” is sufficiently abstract to make you wake up and 
challenge the sanity of either this paper, or yourself for reading it. Jellybeans are not a standard or 
recognised form of software development measurement or tracking, and that makes them ideal for 
the purpose. The intent is not to track something real, but instead to measure a made-up metric. This 
works because you can relate the made-up metric to genuine software development metrics. More 
on that later. Note that jellybeans, being an arbitrary term, could be replaced by buttons, counters, 
marbles or any other metaphorical counting device, but jellybeans happen to taste good.

• Time to compile.
Although this has been encountered in the wild, this is a poor substitute for proper project tracking.

• Tests.
Most software has a suite of tests associated with it. Integration tests, functional tests, performance 
tests, unit tests, system tests and so on. Consult the book of testing for more details on all these and 
more. Obviously unit tests are a pointless metric as they all pass4, but functional tests are an 
interesting area. The number of functional tests that pass should be an ever-increasing number and 
may not necessarily make sense in its own right. The percentage of them that pass is however a 
fairly clear indication of how far through successful development a project is.

• Esoteric measurements.
Clearly jellybeans aren't esoteric enough for some people. Some potentially complicated but useful 
measures may be number of units sold, how happy the customer (internal or external) is, how happy 
the developers are, how much money has been spent on the project thus far or how near to being 
sacked everybody is. Such metrics are acknowledged but not recommended.

Tracking stories is the recommended approach for tracking project progress. Note that this doesn't 
necessarily mean stories in the form suggested by Extreme Programming – adopt your own definition, 
everybody else does. Just be consistent about it and make sure it's a definition that gives you value.

At a crude level, stories can be tracked in binary form: Is the story implemented or not? Even amongst agile 
development teams this is a little too simplistic, almost no additional effort is needed to expand that tracking 
to include additional states. Some suggested possibilities are

• Identified Story
This could be identified by the customer, by the development team, by the testers, by the architects 
(if you can entice them down from that tower) but in all cases it's a story that's been identified, and 
not yet had anything more than estimation done with it. See the discussion below on measuring 
velocity to understand why estimation is needed on stories that aren't being implemented.

• Story Being Implemented
Depending on your agile approach you may implement stories in a sprint, an iteration, a timebox or 
some other step within a project lifecycle. However, almost all these approaches set out to 

4 If your unit tests do not have a 100% pass rate then you're doing it wrong. Give Kent Beck some money and educate yourself



implement a set of features/bug fixes/changes within a set part of the lifecycle. If you are using 'story' 
as your abstract description of all such features/bugs/changes and you know the name of your 
project lifecycle step then you should be able to state which stories are intended for implementation 
within that step.

• Story Being Tested
Tested in this instance means functional or similar testing, and assumes your adopted project 
lifecycle separates testing from the initial development. Not all do, but not all projects deliver working 
software. Obviously a story that fails a test would drop back to being either an Identified Story or a 
Story Being Implemented.

• Completed Story
The story has been identified, implemented, tested and is complete. If changes are batched up for a 
while prior to release this may need to be split into 'Completed' and 'Released', but a good iterative 
development team wont need to differentiate.

By now it should be fairly clear how to measure project progress. Just count the number of stories in each 
state.

Back to the tracking process, the baseline becomes simple. All the stories are Identified. The means of 
measuring are straightforward, count the number of stories in each state or the number of stories transferring 
from one state to another. The former is recommended as it makes the next step in the process simpler: 
Publish!

How better to publish than to have a big wall chart. Big Visible Charts is a common refrain in agile 
development teams, as they

• Are visible to everybody – developers, managers, stakeholders, testers
• Are hard to lie with – because they're big and visible, it's difficult to cheat. Everyone wants to be 

honest, big visible charts help with this
• Encourage people – your agile team is successful5, so the chart will visibly demonstrate that 

success. This is positive feedback, helping you feel good about the progress, and motivating the 
team to improve on that success

You could publish a chart consisting of a table:

State Count

Identified 49

Being Implemented 8

Being Tested 546

Completed 189

That's pretty boring, someone has to do the counting, and it isn't easy to tell state at a quick glance. Be 
imaginative. For example, write each story 
on a post-it note and stick them to a chart. 
Move the post-it note the moment you 
decide to implement a story, or finish 
implementing it, or release it into the wild. 
Drawing 2 shows at a glance how far 
through you are – and because it gets 
updated by each developer/tester as they 
complete their work on a story, it's always 
up to date!

The final step in the tracking process is 
enacting improvements. What is meant by 
improvements? That's down to each team. 
Often it will be improving the speed at 
which each story progresses from one 
state to another – in other words, the 
velocity of the project. 

5 The fact you're reading this means either you're successful or you want to be successful. Feel good about yourself.
6 Testers are always the bottleneck
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This is inherently complicated. Not all stories are equal. Although for estimation purposes stories would be 
broken into manageable 'chunks' some will be quick to implement, and others may take rather longer.

This is where estimation becomes a complication. Most estimation is done on man-days of effort. Given a 
fixed-length iteration/sprint/timebox/lifecycle step (hereafter referred to as iteration) and a fixed size team, it's 
easy to track man-days of actual effort. What's less easy is to correlate actual effort to estimated effort, both 
historically and projections for the future.

This is where jellybeans prove useful. Do your estimation in jellybeans. Look at a story and tell the team, 
“This will take 18 jellybeans to implement.” At this point you should be using jellybeans as an arbitrary 
measure of complexity. As long as the 18 jellybean story is three times as complex as the 6 jellybean story 
and six times as complex as the 3 jellybean story, you will be able to rank your jellybeans. I mean, rank your 
stories.

Implement some stories in your first iteration. How many jellybeans were those stories estimated at? That's 
your team's velocity. If you completed the three stories mentioned above then as a team you have a velocity 
of 18+6+3 jellybeans per iteration.

If your remaining Identified stories are estimated at a combined total of 100 jellybeans then you know that 
you're going to need another four iterations to complete the software, unless new stories come along. Which 
is fine, you want to keep your job after all and the customer can rank the stories by importance so you 
implement the right ones first. The customer's job is now easier though: They know they can only fit 15-20 
jellybeans of stories into the next iteration.

Of course, you wont have consistent speed. So draw another chart. This can be a simple one: Jellybeans per 
iteration. If the chart has a flat line, you're probably cheating. If it's going up slightly, it means you're getting 
better as a team and working more efficiently. If it's dropping then you may need to add a story or two for 
refactoring, or buy better hardware. If it's zig-zagging then use a moving average to smooth it out and look at 
the trend. 

Either way changes in velocity become apparent and can be analysed for cause. This lets you address the 
issues, and improve your processes, leading to high productivity and greater progress. Everybody wins!

Tracking velocity is sensible, useful and recommended, and is very different to tracking project progress. Use 
the two in conjunction with each other, and deliver working software. It's fun!

Disclaimer: The above was written from memory by someone that's at least six years behind the curve on 
cutting edge software engineering. Check out the usual sources for up-to-date information on agile 
development, including the topics discussed above:

• c2.com/cgi/wiki – the bible of software engineering
• agilealliance.org – sign up, log in, read the articles. Even the ones on testing.
• ObjectMentor.com and Thoughtworks.com – companies I want to work for
• Various mailing lists – I favour the XP one, mainly for its signal to noise ratio


